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Abstract—Within this the work applicability of Physical Layer
Security (PHYSEC) based key management within Long Range
Wide Area Network (LoRaWAN) is proposed and evaluated
using an experimental testbed. Since Internet of Things (IoT)
technologies have been arising in past years, they have as well
attracted attention for possible cyber attacks. While LoRaWAN
already provides many of the features needed in order to ensure
security goals such as data confidentiality and integrity, it lacks
in measures such as secure key management and distribution
schemes. Since conventional solutions are not feasible here, e.g.
due to constraints on payload size and power consumption, we
propose the usage of PHYSEC based session key management,
which can provide the respective measures in a more lightweight
way. The results derived from our testbed show that it can be a
promising alternative approach.

Index Terms—IoT, security, LoRaWAN, PHYSEC

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the upcoming of IoT applications, there have been
many radio technologies proposed as enablers for the transmis-
sion of data from end devices, such as sensor nodes, towards
cloud or other central processing entities. These can provide
advantages in the sense of a higher deployment flexibility
and enable the connection of a huge number of devices at
a low cost, compared to wired systems. On the other hand,
they bring challenges and risks due to the open nature of
the wireless channel. Especially in industrial scenarios, such
as e.g. smart metering, agricultural applications or process
monitoring, the nondisclosure of intellectual property such
as process control parameters, machine configuration data or
even simple information such as the production volume have
to be ensured. Beside online attacks interfering with such
applications and causing damage instantly, other risks such
as blackmailing have increased recently as well.
In order to prevent such cyber attacks, e.g. symmetric key
cryptography ciphers such as the Advanced Encryption Stan-
dard (AES) [1] can be used to ensure data confidentiality
and integrity. Both of these requirements are fulfilled by the
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LoRaWAN [2] protocol, which utilizes the AES-128 cipher
suite for data encryption and decryption and AES based
Cipher based Message Authentication Code (CMAC) [3] as
message integrity code. Since the keys used for the respective
AES operation are typically derived manually from device
manufacturers, this offers a high possibility for disclosure.
Additionally, the root key is typically hard coded on both sides,
end device and the LoRaWAN network or application server.
This brings the problem, that it can not be refreshed regularly,
in order to enable security concepts such as perfect forward
secrecy. Conventional key management schemes, such as e.g.
Diffie Hellman Key Exchange (DHKE), are not applicable here
due to their high requirements towards computational power
and transmission overhead. Further, the key management
should be realized at a high level of usability, where no manual
configuration is required by e.g. a system administrator. This is
especially due to scalability reasons, occuring e.g. in massive
IoT scenarios. All these requirements can be fulfilled by
PHYSEC based key generation, where the idea is to exploit the
characteristics of the wireless channel as a random process and
derive a secret key from that. There are however some other
conditions to be fulfilled, such as channel reciprocity between
two parties deriving a secret key. That means, the time and
frequency at which both of them sample the channel have to be
aligned. Resulting from that, key bits derived from that process
might not be identical between two parties and require further
processing and communication for information reconciliation.
Therefore, it is desired to keep the erroneous bits before that
stage as low as possible by applying optimal quantization
and reciprocity enhancement schemes. Further, it has to be
ensured, that initial trust is set up between involved parties,
such as a cryptographic authentication process. A periodic
session key refreshment procedure can then be realized by
support of PHYSEC based Secret Key Generation (SKG) on
top of that trust root.
The remaining work is structured as follows, within section II
we present related work considering PHYSEC and especially
the concept of SKG. In section III we introduce the LoRaWAN
protocol and within section IV, the PHYSEC based key
generation procedure is presented. Section V elaborates the
results derived from our testbed and section VI concludes our
work.
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II. RELATED WORK

Previous works have already proven, that the wireless
channel can be used as a good source of randomness in
order to generate symmetric key pairs. E.g. the application of
PHYSEC based key generation was already investigated for
IEEE 802.11 systems in [4], where a testbed was developed
using the Wireless open-Access Research Platform (WARP)
and different radio features are evaluated within different
scenarios for the purpose of SKG. In [5], the usage of
PHYSEC in massive Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO)
systems and Millimeter-Wave (mmWave) communication in
heterogeneous networks is investigated. Further, works have
also investigated cellular systems for application of PHYSEC,
such as [6] or [7], where Device-to-Device (D2D) commu-
nication in Long Term Evolution (LTE) networks with an
underlying cellular network infrastructure is used. Another
work studies the application of PHYSEC within the downlink
of cellular networks by considering different serving base
stations scenarios [8]. Among the first works considering
the specific demands of securing IoT applications based on
PHYSEC were e.g. [9], [10] and [11]. The authors in [12]
are especially considering resource constrained end devices
and give an experimental proof, that the energy consumption
of PHYSEC based key management can be decreased by
more than one order of magnitude compared to conventional
approaches (e.g. DHKE). Some works have also tried solving
both, authentication and key generation based on PHYSEC
in terms of combining Physical Unclonable Functions (PUFs)
derive from Static Random Access Memory (SRAM) memory
characteristics [13] with the PHYSEC key generation approach
[14]. In [15] a security analysis of the LoRaWAN protocol is
provided. Other works have therefore proposed the usage of
PHYSEC within LoRaWAN. E.g. [16] proposes the use of
unique Long Range (LoRa) chipset characteristics as method
for radio fingerprint identification. Other works propose the
use of channel characteristics for PHYSEC based key genera-
tion in different scenarios such as [17], [18], [19]. These works
provide a good investigation of the actual radio characteristics
and maximum achievable Bit Disagreement Rate (BDR) but do
not provide deep insights towards performance in terms of the
Key Generation Rate (KGR). Therefore, we put our focus here
on the latter and evaluate the key generation scheme based on
that within typical IoT scenarios. Further, we strictly follow
the LoRaWAN protocol, which e.g. [19] does not follow.

III. LORAWAN PROTOCOL

LoRaWAN denotes the high layer protocol for LoRa based
radio transceivers, whereas LoRa itself is a physical layer
protocol patented by Semtech [20]. The architecture of a
typical LoRaWAN system is given in Fig. 1 and is usually
deployed as a star-of-stars topology since many end devices
are connected to a gateway and many gateways on the other
side are connected towards a network server. The network
server has the task to manage the configuration of radio links
towards all end devices and route all the packets received
from the gateways to the corresponding application server

Fig. 1: LoRaWAN system architecture

respectively. It further manages the downlink transmissions
from the application server towards the device side. The task
of the gateway is to translate between the Internet Protocol
(IP) based communication towards the network and application
servers on the backend side and the LoRaWAN protocol
towards the device side. Another entity is the join server, which
is in charge of managing the cryptographic root keys of the
users and deriving session keys from these. The application
server however receives all the packets that the network server
routes to it and there can exist multiple application servers
and applications served by a single LoRaWAN network, since
the application payload is secured within each application,
independent of the network server operations.

A. PHY & MAC Layer

LoRa uses a spread spectrum modulation which is based
on Chirp Spread Spectrum (CSS). CSS is a low power con-
sumption modulation that uses up and down chirps for data
transmission. It is robust against interferences such as mul-
tipath fading and doppler effects due to its high Bandwidth-
Time product. Since it is typically deployed within the Indus-
trial Scientific and Medical (ISM) bands, it does not suffer
from inter-system interference as much as other Low Power
Wide Area Network (LPWAN) systems (e.g. IEEE 802.15.4).
Different bandwidth options ranging from 125 kHz to 500
kHz are provided. Due to regulatory aspects such as duty
cycle restrictions, typically only a bandwidth of 125 kHz is
used (Europe), which also decreases the power consumption
within the end devices. Further, LoRa supports the encoding
of data symbols using either 6 different spreading sequences
or Frequency Shift Keying (FSK) modulation. For the coding
options using spreading sequences, data rates within the range
from 0.3 kbps to 11 kbps can be enabled, wheras for FSK
modulation the data rate is always 50 kbps. Due to the
orthogonality between the spreading sequences of different
spreading factors (ranging from 27 to 212), they can be used for
code multiple access at the same time and frequency resources.
Further, this allows for adjusting the capacity, transmission
reliability and communication range.

The Media Access Control Layer (MAC) includes features
such as Physical Layer (PHY) configuration (called MAC



Fig. 2: LoRaWAN class A receive window options

Commands), and management of the medium access strate-
gies, which depend on the class type of the end device.
The PHY configuration typically includes the setting of used
ISM band, used bandwidth, transmission power and spreading
factor. In newer released (V1.1) there is also a feature added in
order to optimize the radio access utilization, called Adaptative
Data Rate (ADR), selecting the adequate data rate (spreading
factor) and frequency band for the current interference situa-
tion between the end device and gateway respectively.
There are three different end device classes existing in
LoRaWAN, which are class A, class B and class C devices.
The main difference between the classes is the designated
time to listen for a received message from the gateway by
opening their receive windows respectively. Therefore, each
class performs at different power consumption levels. Class A
is defined as baseline implementation that must be supported
by all LoRaWAN end devices. For uplink channel access,
class A devices deploy the ALOHA protocol. In the downlink
however, receive windows are only used for the reception of
acknowledgement messages from the gateway following an
successful uplink transmission. The end device offers two time
slots during which it activates its receive chains as depicted in
Fig. 2. Otherwise they are in idle mode and no other receive
windows are allowed. The receive windows are opened after a
delay time depending on the legislation of the territory where
it is used. E.g. according to the region parameters specification
[21], within the EU868 band, the default values are 1 and 2
seconds for the first and second receive windows respectively.
Beside power consumption limitations of the end devices,
another reason for that strategy is the duty cycle limitation
for downlink transmissions in case of highly scaled scenarios,
such as massive IoT. Class B and C are extensions of class A
and offer more options for receive windows by implementing
a periodic (class B) or permanent (class C) strategy for that.

B. Security

Within LoRaWAN, data encryption and Message Integrity
Code (MIC) operations are supported. In order for parties to
identify and authenticate mutually, unique identification by
EUI-64 (IEEE 64-Bit Extended Unique Identifier) addresses
is used. This enables the device side to uniquely identify and
authenticate towards the backend side using their respective
device EUI (DevEUI), whereas backend devices, such as the
join server (JoinEUI), can identifiy themself towards the end
devices, e.g. during the join procedure. For the join procedure
within a LoRaWAN network, two methods are supported. Ei-
ther Over the Air Activation (OTAA), where a join procedure

is executed or by Activation by Personalization (ABP), where
session keys are installed manually. Therefore, the respective
EUI has to be stored in an end device before initiating a join
procedure (join request) in case of OTAA.

1) Key Management: Due to the power constraints of
typical LoRaWAN applications presented in section I, the pro-
tocol provides symmetric key cryptography in order to secure
transmissions between end devices and gateways, whereas
the communication between the gateways and other system
components (e.g. network server) is secured by standard IP
based solutions such as e.g. Transport Layer Security (TLS).
There are two root keys, which are the used for derivation of
further session keys, which are the Application Key (AppKey)
and Network Key (NwkKey) in the protocol version 1.1. The
different keys are used for message transmission from the
end device towards the different destinations. If a message
is addressed towards the application server, the Application
Session Key (AppSKey) is used for encryption and decryption,
whereas for communication towards the network server (e.g.
MAC commands), the Network Session Key (NwkSEncKey) is
used. As mentioned before, two methods for device activation
are available in LoRaWAN (OTAA and ABP) in order to
install the session keys. The ABP option has the drawback,
that the same session keys are used throughout the device
lifetime (or until ABP is executed again), whereas in OTAA
network session keys are derived during the join procedure
based on the NwkKey. Therefore, [2] recommends to use
OTAA for a higher level of security. Further, the separation of
keys for network server and application server traffic allows
the usage of federated network servers, since application
traffic confidentiality is still guaranteed. Additionally, OTAA
allows for roaming scenarios, where end devices can join the
networks of other providers and receive respective network
session keys, as network session keys can be changed by the
network server. On the device side it is recommended to store
the root keys (AppKey and NwkKey) in a way, such that
the extraction of the keys and reusing by malicious actors is
prevented. On the backend side however, the storage of root
keys and associated key derivation operations for session keys
is realized by terms of the Join Server. LoRaWAN delegates
the responsibility of maintaining the root keys secretly to
the user. If the root keys are revealed the system is totally
vulnerable. Therefore, it is desirable to not keep the same root
key throughout the whole device lifecycle and derive session
keys only there.

2) Security operations: The respective session keys are
used in order to protect the data confidentiality and integrity
at the MAC layer of the LoRaWAN protocol. For both, the
AES-128 cipher suite is used. For a default uplink transmission
towards the application server, the MAC payload is first en-
crypted using the AppSKey in enhanced Counter Cipher Block
Chaining with Message Authentication Code (CCM*) mode.
For downlink messages however, the network server uses the
respective AES decryption method for ciphering, which allows
the end device to decipher this encrypted message using the
encryption operation. Due to that, end devices to not need



Fig. 3: Procedure of PHYSEC based key generation

to have the AES decryption operation implemented, reducing
cost and complexity. After payload encryption, the MIC is
calculated over the MAC frame header, port field and MAC
payload by using the AES-CMAC algorithm. In LoRaWAN,
the integrity is protected in a hop-by-hop fashion. That means,
that transmissions between the end device and the network
server and transmissions between the network server and the
application server have independent integrity protection. This
however makes LoRaWAN vulnerable to malicious network
servers, e.g. by making unauthorized changes to the header
metadata. Additionally to encryption and MIC operation,
counters are used for both directions (uplink and downlink)
in order to prevent replay attacks. These counters are fields
within the MAC header and therefore protected by the MIC.
Since they have only a length of 8 Bit, replay attacks can not
be completely prevented.

IV. PHYSEC BASED KEY MANAGEMENT

In PHYSEC based key management, the goal is to derive
a secure session key from the wireless channel characteristics
that can be used between two parties, e.g. Alice and Bob. We
denote the channel characteristics, measured by either Alice or
Bob HAB and HBA respectively. Additionally, an adversary
Eve can be present and eavesdrop the ongoing traffic. In such
a case, HEA are the channel characteristics measured by Eve
in case of a transmission by Alice and HEB in case of a
transmission by Bob. The PHYSEC system model is shown

Fig. 4: PHYSEC system model

in Fig. 4. The principle of channel reciprocity indicates that
the channel measurements HAB and HBA are equal when
they are conducted during the coherence time of the channel
and in the absence of noise. Further, the channel decorrelation
property denotes, that the characteristics change based on the
current transmitter and receiver locations. It can be assumed,
that the channel between a pair of transceivers is already
decorrelated, when one of them changes their location by
more than λ

2 . Therefore, it has to be guaranteed, that Eve
is not located closer as λ

2 towards Alice (dEA > λ
2 ) or Bob

(dEB > λ
2 ), where λ is the wavelength of the transmitted

signal and dEA and dEB the distance between Eve and Alice
and Bob respectively. E.g. if the EU868 frequency bands are
considered, the wavelength corresponds to λ ≈ 34.56 cm. This
can e.g. be achieved by physically restricted access in rooms
where end device nodes or gateways are deployed. In order to
negotiate a secret key of length L =MN Bits only known to
Alice and Bob, several steps need to be executed as shown in
Fig. 3. First, both parties Alice and Bob need to measure their
channel mutually over a period of M measurements, e.g. by
means of channel probing. This will yield to channel profiles
C = (H(1),H(2), . . . ,H(M)). To enhance the reciprocity of
the channel (unmatching values in the channel measurements
due to e.g. noise), different approaches, such as e.g. kalman
filtering [10] or polynomial curve fitting, have been consid-
ered. In the next step, the enhanced channel profiles C′AB and
C′AB are derived by both, Alice and Bob, are quantized in
order to obtain preliminary keys P = (P (1), P (2), . . . , P (L)).
In general, N Bits of the preliminary key are derived from
each channel measurement H(k)(k = 1, . . . ,M) by applying
a respective quantization scheme. Due to remaining unmatched
values in the enhanced channel measurements, a disagreement
of Bits in preliminary keys can still exist (PAB 6= PBA).
These errors are detected and corrected in the information
reconciliation stage by means of error correction coding, e.g.
turbo codes or Bose–Chaudhuri–Hocquenghem (BCH) codes,
yielding the synchronized key K′ = K′AB = K′BA. Previous
works could proof, that a BDR of up to 20% is still tolerable
for some codes in order to recover the key bits. Due to parity
information exchange between Alice and Bob to match their
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(b)

Fig. 5: Exemplary Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI)
capture of size 128 samples from Alice and Bob (a) in absolute
dB (b) scaled by mean and unit variance

keys during the information reconciliation stage, an attacker
can use these information in order to gain partial knowledge of
the key. To reduce this effect, as well as to enhance the entropy
of the key, privacy amplification is utilized after testing the
key randomness. A common approach here are cryptographic
hashing algorithms such as the Secure Hashing Algorithm
(SHA), e.g. SHA-2, SHA-3. Finally Alice and Bob both share
the secret key K = KAB = KBA. The performance of
PHYSEC based key generation is typically measured by two
metrics. The KGR which is the effective rate of generated
bits of the symmetric key per second. The other one is the
BDR, which denotes the amount of disagreeing bits between
two parties before the information reconciliation stage. Since
within the present scope, the frequency of messages being
transmitted between Alice and Bob is quite low, the KGR is
more relevant compared to the BDR and therefore especially
evaluated in section V within our testbed.

V. EVALUATION

Within this section, we first present the our LoRaWAN
based testbed. Then we show the results derived from the
acquired dataset and discuss them.

A. Experimental Testbed

In order to record channel state parameters, such as the
RSSI, Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR), we use the Adeunis
LoRaWAN fieldtest device in class A device configuration. As
tranceiver, it uses the Semtech SX1257 chipset. It is further
able to report the measured parameters of the channel from the
previous acknowledgement reception from the gateway within
the following uplink message. Additionally, it provides the
protocol metadata, such as PHY and MAC header fields (e.g.
the uplink and downlink counters) in order to detect out-of-
order receptions or erroneous messages. As gateway, we used
the Wirnet iFemtoCell from Kerlink, which is equipped with
the Semtech SX1301 LoRa demodulator for parallel reception
of LoRa streams and the Semtech SX1257 transceiver chipset
which is mainly used for transmission of downlink control
messages.
Our measurements are conducted with respect to indoor sce-
narios, emulating applications such as e.g. smart metering,
where end devices are placed within basement and the gateway
is positioned several floors above (here fourth floor of the
respective building). The data packets received by the gateway
are then forwarded to the network server and application server
(Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT) broker) re-
spectively, from where they are finally acquired using an
MQTT client. In total, there were 22912 samples recorded
(equalling 179 key candidates of length 128 Bit), and the
end devices were configured to transmit test messages at a
periodicity of 10 seconds. We conducted our measurements
within the EU868 ISM band and used a channel bandwidth of
125 kHz. The spreading factor was set to value SF8 (spreading
sequence of length 28). Fig. 5 shows the log of RSSI samples
captured by both sides, the gateway (RSSI UE) and end device

Fig. 6: KGR for maximum allowed preliminary key BDR and
quantization method



(RSSI GW). It is to note, that there is a constant gain within the
measurements at the gateway side (see Fig. 5a) resulting from
the advanced receiver hardware compared to that of the UE
side. Therefore, we pre-process the data samples on both sides,
gateway and end device, by removing mean and transform
them to unit variance (see Fig. 5b). This step is done on each
of the 128 sample blocks, from which the key bits will be
derived respectively.

TABLE I: Average BDR results

Quantization scheme BDR

Threshold 0.1822
Difference 0.1165

B. Results & Discussion

After pre-processing the raw RSSI samples and splitting
them into blocks of length 128, the quantization step follows,
where the values are transformed into key bits. Here, we apply
two different quantization schemes, one based on the threshold
method, where RSSI samples above the block threshold yield
key bits as 1, and sample values below the threshold yield
key bit 0. The second method yields a key bit as 1, if the
RSSI value is larger compared to the previous value, and
key bit 0 vice versa. Therefore it is referred to as difference
method. Then the BDR and KGR are calculated respectively
for each block. Table I shows the results in terms of the BDR
before the information reconciliation stage depending on the
quantization method. It can be noted, that for both methods
the BDR stays below the limit of 20%, for which information
reconciliation is still possible. The difference method however
yields a BDR of 11.65%, which is 63.9% lower compared to
the threshold method at 18.22% BDR. It has also to be noted,
that no further pre-processing in order to enhance the channel
reciprocity was applied, and therefore the BDR might still be
improved by the utilization of such schemes. Fig. 6 shows
the respective KGR, again for both methods and depending
on the upper limit with respect to the preliminary key BDR.
In that case for a maximum BDR of 5%, only the difference
method yields adequate key candidates at a KGR of 0.0088
bit/s which results in a total duration of ≈ 4 hours on average.
However, at a tolerable BDR of 10%, the KGR of 0.0534 bit/s
already reflects to a key generation duration of ≈ 40 minutes
on average for that quantization method. If the maximum of
tolerable preliminary key BDR is allowed, where it is still
possible to recover the key bits by information reconciliation
(20%), the key generation times result in 31.5 minutes for
the threshold method at a KGR of 0.0677 bit/s, and to 25.15
minutes for the difference method at a KGR of 0.0848 bit/s.

VI. CONCLUSION

Within this work, we proposed the application of PHYSEC
based key management within LoRaWAN. The experimental
results show, that it can be a promising approach in order
to enable key management at a low cost in terms of energy

consumption and complexity, compared to conventional key
management solutions. There is even still some potential to
further improve the performance in terms of BDR by us-
ing adequate pre-processing such as reciprocity enhancement
strategies. Further, it is necessary to investigate additional
scenarios, such as e.g. outdoor deployments.The information
reconciliation stage can be improved, by e.g. designing codes
with as less parity bit exchange as possible in order to reduce
the risk of an attacker gaining key knowledge, as well as
reduction in energy consumption for the additional messaging
overhead.
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